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We’re Back …
It’s been about a month since the last Price Tags.
And that’s because we’ve moved. New location, new
e-mail address:
pricetags@shaw.ca
Why the move? A bunch of reasons, mainly the
opportunity to take advantage of a hot real-estate
market. Also, gravity.
Downtown dwellers are invariably pulled towards the
edge of the peninsula, to take advantage of the
views, the seawall, the sense of space. When we
saw the view from a co-op on Chilco Street …

… well, we’ll miss Yaletown, but you can understand
the appeal.
So change your data files: Gordon Price and Len
Sobo may now be reached at #104-710 Chilco Street,
Vancouver, V6G 2P9
Same phone: 604-687-7382

Until we get around to the next Price Tags,
here is some of the mail we’ve been getting,
including the dramatic photo on the front page,
taken by Ephrem Cheng.

Suzanne Anton circulated the following missive
following last month’s winter storm….
Winter Storm Damage in
Vancouver and Victoria
Date: Tue, 10 Feb 2004
21:10:44 -0700
Here is a photo of from the the
damage terrible coastal storm
that passed through Victoria
last week. Most people stayed
home and most schools were
cancelled. It really makes you
cherish what you have, and
reminds us not to take life for
granted.

Ian Thomas responds to last issue’s piece on
traffic in Phoenix, AZ

Gord, you rant about no highways in Price Tags Issue
19 but seeing the incredible inefficiency of Vancouver,
one is forced to comment.
Yesterday I drove from the North Shore in Sydney to the airport elapsed time - 12 minutes. Eighteen hours later I arrive in
Vancouver and have to get to its North Shore by taxi - elapsed
time: 55 minutes.

Sydney

Vancouver

What about livability? Seeing West Georgia at gridlock in the
weekend from noon hardly makes for good planning and for
happy locals and tourists.
I've said it many times before - build the tunnels in Vancouver. Instead of stifling growth, Vancouver can become the
great city it would like to be - the transportation system is vital to
that process.

Gord, I just wish you would offer solutions. The City of Phoenix
is not stupid. They would probably have the same disdain for us
being so short-sighted with no solutions and with traffic getting
worse and worse.
No wonder Vancouver can't attract new industry and runs the
risk of becoming a resort town.
The Vancouver Olympics provides Vancouver with a golden
opportunity to solve its transportation problems just as it did in
Sydney. Just look at Sydney's windfall......the same can happen
in Vancouver if we approach it correctly.
Saying no is no solution.

Proposed Third Crossing Tunnel c. 1972

Traffic Tax
Saturday 6 March 2004

Further to traffic management in Australia, here’s a
look at the implications for Sydney one year after the
introduction of the traffic tax in London.

Jackie May: My next question was going to be just how
politically feasible and palatable is (a London-style charge)
to the general public?
David Hensher: We couldn’t have done a better job if we
tried. With our existing toll roads, people who were so
critical of them in the past (and still some are) have
realised that they produce enormous benefits in terms of
accessibility. In the off-peak, many people are talking
about 30%, 40% time savings. …
If there’s any city in the world, Western city, that’s more
prepared to pay and they realise that as long as they’re
getting value for money, like time savings, they’re
prepared to pay in Sydney.
[Click here for complete interview]

More on Phoenix. Here’s an edited letter from Greg
Wyatt that takes great exception to my view of
Phoenix compared to Vancouver.
(Photos are mine.)

February 11, 2004
Dear Gordon Price - Re ”When It Come to Paving
Paradise, All Roads Lead to Phoenix”
I am reading my latest copy of Business in Vancouver
and finding a rather interesting story on my second favorite
city in North America, Vancouver being my first.
Your story leads me to believe that there must be another
Phoenix somewhere else – maybe the one in Illinois! The
Phoenix you describe certainly feels much different than
the one my family and myself enjoy so much.
We have owned a residence in Scottsdale N. East since
1996 and have come to view Phoenix and its surrounding
areas as well designed, clean, efficient and inhabited by
friendly outgoing people, that don’t spend all their time
whining like BC folks.

I would like to address some of your statements:
Phoenix is suburban – in fact that is all that it is. Yes, it
is a city of roads, clean and smooth, with no rocks lying
around to ruin my windshields (I now count two ruined ones
on the # 1 between the Port Mann and Willingdon).
Maybe Phoenix doesn’t have Stanley Park, but it does have
McDowell Mountain Park, Lake Pleasant, Papagos, Tempe
Lake Park, the Zoo, and other smaller inner city green areas.

They do build beautiful roads – you bet they do! Well
decorated freeways with local animals stamped into the
concrete supports, well-painted overpasses and ramps,
ditches and slopes groomed with stones, dividers, cactus,
ramps that are all well marked, proper turning lanes, road
beds that are so smooth that even a vehicle with no
suspension could travel smoothly.

… a road to the airport that doesn’t go through residential
areas, highways that totally circle the city, making trips to
any burb very easy. A system to bring sports fans direct
from a highway to the new Glendale Sports complex, which
is about 30 minutes from our home on the opposite side of
the city. (Vancouver standards would be double that time.)

Phoenix

Compare that to Vancouver and
region – our freeway is a parking
lot with dirty medians and ditches
.… The general highway system is
so laughable, I routinely apologize
to visitors for them. I have driven
through over 1/3 of the USA and
most major cities in Canada, with
Vancouver having the worst
system for moving vehicles.

Vancouver

We have lulled ourselves into believing since Vancouver has
so much natural beauty, that car travelers should sit in one
spot on the blacktop and look at it all day. Unfortunately the
man-made portion is inefficient. (The recent Port Mann
expansion is another example of short-sighted transport
officials.) The new Langley interchange at 200th is just as
bad and slow to be built.
You hardly see anyone on a bike, in fact you hardly see
anyone at all – Scottsdale is bursting with walkers, golfers,
and outside activities – except in the 110° summers. Bikes
are a rarity though, but with gas one-half of Canada rates –
drive instead ….
Lots of free parking – never again an Impark parking ticket
because the dispenser doesn’t work or is rusted shut.
Traffic doesn’t seem to get better – I have been caught in
two traffic jams in Phoenix in seven years. The freeways
(many are 4 – 6 lanes) move well, and people, while driving
fast, actually know which lane to be in. Trucks stay far right
and slow drivers are ticketed! Very little lane hogging there,
unlike Vancouver and most of the province.
Beige stucco homes – pretty
nice color when summer hits
– no leaky condos or mouldcovered siding there.

Surrey going to look good by comparison to Phoenix –
that statement doesn’t even draw a comment. The only
comparison between Surrey and Phoenix is car thefts; #1 and
#2 in the English-speaking world. For your information,
Phoenix proper has received an award as the best-managed
city in the world.
In closing, Vancouver growth has been so constrained by
small viewpoint groups (like the new Vancouver city council –
now there is a comedy act to rival Ed McKitka).
City pride has given us the attitude that we don’t need urban
systems – when in fact we do. But it is too late for that now.
Sincerely,
G.J.(Greg) Wyatt

Traffic Congestion Is Here To Stay
The proper management of traffic congestion is the
only solution to our basic mobility problems.
Full story: Traffic: Why It's Getting Worse, What
Government Can Do

Some great renderings of Project 200 (uncovered by Bob
Rippon at the Vancouver Planning Department) that really
capture the 1960s quality of this abandoned megaproject
that would have demolished most of Gastown.

